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course, is Elvino. He is a sexton, and has plighted his troth
to Lizzy; but before the piece opens, he has transferred
his affections to Molly Brown, a charity girl—"a Greasy
Roamer over the tops of houses." Swelvmo and Molly are
about to be married, when there arrives at the village
Rodolpho, the new Inspector of Police, who introduces
himself as follows :—
All, here I am again '—I know this scene,
In which, when I was young, so oft I've been.
I recognise each spot I see around,
The stocks know me, and well I know the pound !
The sight of these my eyes with tears is filling :
I knew that pound when I had not a shilling !
Molly, walking in her sleep, enters Rodolpho's apartment,
and is found there by Swelvino, but is vindicated, like her
prototype in the opera, by being subsequently discovered in
a somnambulant condition. The story of " La Sonnambula "
is, in fact, followed closely, but caricatured throughout. W.
Rogers, who was the Swelvino, and Mitchell, who was the
Molly, appear to have been highly successful in exciting the
hilarity of their audiences. The latter portrayed the heroine
as " a waddling, thick-set, red-and-ruddy, blowzy-faced goblin,
with turn-up nose and carroty hair, wrapt in a pea-soup or
camomile-tea-coloured negligee, and carrying," in the sleep-
walking scene, "a farthing rushlight in one of Day &
Martin's empty blacking-bottles." Of Swelvino's appearance
we may judge from a remark made by Molly to her lover:—
I, by looking in your face, can tell
What are your feelings excellently well.
Oh, yes ! the fulness of that ruby nose
Your love for me doth passing well disclose ;
Your agitated whisker shows full well
Wnat throbs of passion underneath it dwell!

